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Motion Name:  Introduction of a Postgraduate Taught Masters’ Student 

Loan Scheme 

 

UBU Notes 

 

1. The postgraduate sector is underfunded and undervalued. Postgraduate fees are 

unregulated and steadily rising above inflation. Students must pay for these fees up 

front, but there is no government loan scheme as for undergraduate level degrees or 

for PGCEs and there is a considerable lack of other finance. 

2. That access to postgraduate study is increasingly becoming based on the ability to 

pay and not the student’s ability to study. Not only is this considerably unfair, it is a 

driver for social inequality and has a damaging effect on economic growth and social 

cohesion. Only those who can afford to pay for a Masters’ go on to study for it, so in 

the long run this perpetuates inequality at PG Research level. 

3. PGT funding is scarcer than PGR funding yet many doctoral degrees require the 

candidate to have a Masters’. Many doctoral research hopefuls go to great lengths in 

order to fund their Masters’ in case they miss out on scholarships or bursaries, 

which tend to be fee waivers especially in Arts & Social Sciences subjects. There is 

also evidence that part-time work and financial worries impact on students’ welfare 

and grades.  

 

UBU Believes 

 

1. That a postgraduate funding model must take into account the diversity of 

backgrounds and goals that students have when deciding to study at postgraduate 
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level.  A government administered loan scheme would remove financial barriers 

for most students and will increase the diversity of the PG student body.  

2.  The introduction of a student loan scheme for PGTs will lower unemployment 

rates by getting graduates back into education to enhance their employability, thus 

resulting in a higher-skilled workforce that will benefit the economy. It will also 

benefit the universities since they will recruit more high calibre students, thus 

increasing their budgets in order to expand and improve provision rather than 

make cuts and continually raise fees.  

3.  An income-contingent loan with considerably lower interest rates and lower 

monthly repayments is preferable to private finance (career development loans or 

commercial loans). For many it would represent the process of taking out a loan 

for a fourth year, but with a slightly higher interest rate than in undergraduate 

debt. There is also the fact that some BSc or BEng degrees get extended to MSci’s 

or MEng’s by one year and are supported by the UG student loan scheme, while 

other faculties don’t have this opportunity. 

4. That fears of this scheme devaluing Masters’ degrees, as more people will apply 

for them, are unfounded. More graduates would indeed apply, but as a result 

universities will maintain or more likely, raise standards, since admissions offices 

could now afford to be ‘picky’. Departments will receive better and better 

applications as a consequence of having a larger and more diverse pool of 

suitably qualified candidates. 

5. The government must continue to play a role in funding a postgraduate 

education and ensure that the sector is not neglected in the allocation of public 

funds through HEFCE and the research councils. 

 

 

UBU Resolves 

 

1. To lobby the VC to champion the needs of postgraduates and endorse the 

scheme. The VC would agree to actively voice support within the sector for a 
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fairer postgraduate funding system, as well as looking into ways in which UoB can 

support postgraduates. 

2. To lobby the local MP(s) to agree to raise the issue of postgraduate funding in 

Parliament and support an Early Day Motion for a debate on postgraduate funding. 

They would also agree to represent the interest of postgraduate students in their 

constituency and country as a whole, raising the issue of postgraduate funding in 

government and their party. 

 

Proposed by: Sorana Vieru 

Seconded by:  Tom Flynn 

 

 


